The deep space transmission was in a language that mankind had
not yet encountered. Their alien allies ignored the human concern
and took it as another paranoid Earthman thing. Then the ships
arrived. Large alien battleships the size of aircraft carriers and
with them a vast invasion force. The Guardians of Earth went to
work and drove off the invaders, leaving the new threat broken
and in disarray. One of the ships crashed in South America while
the rest went back into deep space. It was all cool for a while.
The amount of rogue interactions increased, but the drug trade
from Central and South America practically vanished overnight.
New businesses arrived in New York and prosperity spread. But
it was all a façade. The alien attackers had let the humans think
that they had won. In reality they had taken control of South
America and had infiltrated the global market and just about anything else they could get involved in. The Guardians got sidelined and their funding slashed. Then the first in a series of super
villain attacks occurred. Older Guardians fought hard to protect
the American way. The newer villains had alien membership
cards on them. Yes, membership cards. When translated into
English they read “Mercenary Club.” It was a bad omen. Something bigger was going on in South America.
The Mercenary Club is a collective of aliens whose sole purpose
is to market their services to the highest bidder. If the money is
right the club is there. Run by an exiled member of the Asgardians, Mr. Blackwell has an enormous ego fueled by a need to just
make money. His reptilian appearance makes it hard for him to
blend in with humans, but his access to countless devices helps
him cover it up. At his side are some of the best business people
in the Universe. These include bankers, Holy men, and politicians. His generals are some of the most powerful mega-villains
to ever exist. The mission of the Mercenary Club on Earth is to
conquer the planet without destroying the whole thing. It is a task
that they have been doing well at.
The population of the Omega Earth consists of everything from
the normal human to evolutionary mutants. The government
looks upon the super powered population in grim disgust. The
supers have dominated history and slowly have replaced the
regular human as the dominant species. There isn’t a historical
event that hasn’t been tainted by the uncanny. In an attempt to
quell the rising violence, the world governments have looked to
technology to protect the last vestiges of humanity. Robotic police dominate the streets of every major city on Omega Earth.
Each one programmed to protect humans before anything else.
The military struggles to maintain membership as the losses to
the super phenomenon have increased drastically. Not all super
beings are hated. Those in the Guardian programs have shown
their loyalty to protecting truth, justice and life. The net is
flooded with bloggers telling the tales of these heroes. News networks broadcast their heroic acts on the evening news. Comic
books, movies, toys and other marketing tools keep people
happy. Popularity is everything.
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Not every war in fought in the public eye. Private corporate wars,
covert actions, net raids, and the occasional invasion keep the
spin doctors at work. One can only use a gas leak so many times
as an excuse for an entire city block going up in flames before
people take notice. No government wants their citizens to know
that a terrorist group has taken a nuclear submarine right out of a
ship yard and has fired nukes at rival nations. While some countries still allow freedom of speech, others like the Soviet Block
crush the rumors with deadly accuracy. Global tension is high.
The global superpowers are on the brink of nuclear war. The
market is unstable because people don’t want to invest in a country that might be consumed in a mushroom cloud next week.
But not is all that bad. There are the pesky aliens who keep
thinking that they need to be involved in our business, and we’re
not talking about the Mercenary Club either. Some came to Earth
for a little adventure, others because they felt that they could save
humanity. Then there are the pranksters, those aliens that think
that humans make excellent suckers for the galactic prank. It’s
these types that keep the Guardians on their toes. One slip and it
could spell the end of a hero.
To clean up after the super human phenomenon is ReStore, a
collective of insurance and construction companies. Their purpose is to rebuild whole cities after super humans destroy them.
As soon as they get the call, ReStore is there. After a Plutonian
went on a rampage in Brooklyn, ReStore was called in to fix the
damage. In one month three whole city blocks were rebuilt and
residents were allowed to return home. The cost for rebuilding
isn’t cheap. ReStore charges a lot of money for their services.
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